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I think it is about time...
Posted by eskimo - 24 Aug 2010 14:13
_____________________________________

that we, the TWK community do a SC2 Tournament. I think it would be best to do in a knock out format
over a period of weeks that way it allows people to play any time during the week that both players agree
upon. This way we can find out who is at the top of the food chain, hopefully not big head (you know who
you are)    I was planning to run it but if anyone else wants to step up, they are welcome. Also ideas will be
welcome and obviously we need to see how many people that are interested first also before anything is
done. 

I am thinking that it will be in a knockout format over a period of weeks (dependant on how many are
interested)

The time of the matches can be arranged by the two players involved but will have to be played
sometime from monday - saturday to give me sunday to do the upcoming fixtures for the next week.
Would be nice to know when the match will be played though as others in the community can watch or
cheer yous on. A simple post on the forums indicating time when it will be played will be fine.  xD

The game will be 1v1, on faster speed setting, no handicaps and on the map which is chosen for that
week. Spectators are welcome to watch the match but obviously no hints and tips over ts3,steam etc.

If the result of the game can be sent to me over steam, that would be good, if not post it on here.

So if 8 people sign up there should be a total of four games the first week, four the second week and two
the third week, if we do the losers bracket. If not it will be four matches week 1, two matches week 2 and
one match week 3.

This is all that i can think of at the moment, obviously suggestions on improvements and tweaking are
welcome. I tried to make it viable for all players to be able to play, active and not so active by not giving
a fixed time. I am also thinking of a losers bracket aswell, so if their is 8 players, the first four who get
knocked out go  into their own knockout. Just say if you think i am being retarded, just thought it would
be quite fun and generate some banter and creates a way where we play against each other
competitively and can win bragging rights properly    

Players signed up:

Gazza
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Johan

Lee

Tin

Eski

Vogon

Ncore

Dynamical

Vapour

Dreamstate

Liger

Al Asif
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